
Cut rainbow shapes from kitchen
towel
Colour the ends of your rainbow
with stripes of red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, indigo and violet. 
Remember to ensure you use the
colours symmetrically as you apply
them to the rainbow shape.
Fill two small tubs with water (any
waterproof small container will do). 
Place the two tubs close together
so that one end of the paper towel
will be able to fit in each tub.
Carefully hold your rainbow by the
top and dip the tip of each end
into the water. 
Watch the water and colours rise
up the paper!As the colour
approaches your fingers, rest the
paper over the edge of the bowl.
Once the colours have met in the
middle, remove the paper from the
water and place flat to dry.
Discuss and evaluate - reflect upon
the process involved and make
connections between art and
science colour theories.

Materials: white paper towel/kitchen
roll, small tubs of water, felt tipped
pens, scissors

Activity - 

C

Topic : Colour
Artist Practitioner - Sue Loughlin
Activity : Grow a rainbow

These activities have been created to support creative learning. At a time when
children are spending a lot of time in their home we thought we would look at
exploring colour. Colour mixing underpins work in almost all mediums in art and
skill at this gives children a wider choice and agency over their own work.

 
Artist links . Stephen Knapp



Career Link: scientist, visual artist, textile maker, textile artist
Vocabulary: pigment, dilution, spectrum, refraction, shade, hue, blur, blend, experimentation
Differentiation: The children will meet this at their own level.
Evaluation: At a couple of points through the lesson have a plenary, a mini discussion, where
pupils say again what they like, notice and wonder about each others work. They will get
ideas and inspiration from each other. that will extend their skills. Use the 'Creative Stars'
self evaluation tool to decide which creative habit has been used today.

Get started by . . . .
Review colour theories relating to colour mixing and the spectrum - highlight the differences
between pigments and refracted white light. 
Make connections with the science curriculum.
Discuss how a rainbow is formed in nature. 

Interactive colour theory recap for children 
https://www.childrensuniversity.manchester.ac.uk/learning-activities/art-design/talking-textiles/the-
colour-wheel/

Refraction and rainbow formation video for kids
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nCPPLhPTAIk

Prismatic Paintings Produced From Refracted Light by Stephen Knapp
https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2016/07/light-paintings-by-stephen-knapp/


